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What is the CCCH'?

Chittenden County Circumferential Highway is a mouthful to say and even harder
to write. So, from now on, we will call it the CCCH. The CCCH is a major road building project
in Chittenden County. This "circumferential" or circular highway will run around Burlington,
Winooski and South Burlington, through the towns of Williston, Essex, and Colchester. It will
help reduce traffic on busy neighborhood streets and offer better access to certain areas
around Burlington.

Important Note:
1l1e \vords in bold and italics
ha\'e defini tions in the
Glossar1•. locmcd in the back
of the hook. Th~se definitions
will provide more infonnation
co help ynu understru1d these

It's a big job to create a highway.
Of course, the construction is a huge task
importam tem1:>.
by itself. However, it also takes years
of planning to design a highway that will
suit the needs of the communities it
passes through , and the needs of the
people using it. Planners also work very hard to protect the environment
around the highway. Part of that planning involves identifying, and learning
from the cultural remains of the past, preservedin the ground, before
they are lost forever in the highway construction. This is the science of
archaeology. This is part of what archaeologists do.
Who were these groups of people that lived in Vermont in the past
and what was their culture like? Vermont was made a state in 1791, but,
A section of t he CCCH today.
even years before that, European settlers come into this area to start
new lives. Revolutionary War bottles were fought on this land and naval
bottles were waged on Lake Champlain. Yet, did you know that long before any of these things occured, other people were living
in the areas that we now call the state of Vermont?
You may have heard stories about Indians, or Native Americans, once living in Vermont. Well, they certainly did. In fact,
many still live here today. For thousands of years, Native Americans have been making the land of this state their home,
including what is now Chittenden County. They were the original Vermonters.
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More than 11,000 years ago, as far back as the time of the

Pa/eoindians(the first people to enter the New Worldafter the last
great Ice Age), Native American groups lived and moved around in
the area we now coll Chittenden County. Soon after the first people
arrived, they uncovered the secrets of the environment around them,
and invented special skills to survive in this new land. They learned to
make good use of Lake Champlain, the ponds, the streams, the forests,
the fish, the game (hunted animals) and many other natural resources
that people in Vermont still need and enjoy today. They hunted, trapped.
and fished. They gathered wild plant foods , built shelters, and raised
families. In short, these past people led rich lives for many thousands
of years in the same areas that are now the towns in which we live.
Throughout this book, you will learn about these ancient
Vermonters. Specifically, we will show you many interesting things
about the people who were living in Chittenden County and other
areas of Vermont. You will learn about how Vermont's environment
changed in the past and how the Native Americans adaptedto these
changes through time. We will show you how archaeologists, like
detectives. find clues to the past, and how they interpret these clues.
You will learn about some of the important Native American campsites
and other ancient settlements discovered during the planning of the
CCCH. More importantly, you will learn what these sites have already
told us about the unwritten chapters of Vermont history, and will
continue to tell us in years to come. Finally. this book will tell you
how archaeology and the careful preservation of archaeological sites
is important for all of us and for people in the future.

Map of Vermont. Chittenden County highlighted
in green.

So Let's begin ...
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Ch.apter 2 .

Vermont's Archaeol,ogical Past

Fifteen or sixteen thousand years ago, North America looked and felt a lot different
than it does today. The world was still in the midst of a great Ice Age. Much of the continent.
including Vermont, was covered in huge sheets of ice called glaciers. These glaciers were more
than a mile high in some places! Obviously, it was very cold, and the frigid landscape made
food for all living creatures hard to come by.

· ~

Caribou were likely hunted in
Vermont's archaeological
past.

At that time, in what is now the continent of Asia, groups of hardy people lived in a
similar icy climate. Though they gathered and ate wild plant foods, and hunted smaller animals,
these people are best known as big game hunters and in this case, that means really big game!
They used spears, their wits, and the cooperation of other hunters to bring down and kill large
animals like caribou, buffalo and even now extinct
elephants (mammoths and mastodons). Hunting
Do you know .. ,.
these huge animals was challenging and dangerous.
Lhe differem~ ~tween an archnoofqgist and,w.
Think about this: animals like the mammoth were
palermtologisf' An an:hacolog:,i.i.,t :-,t m.H~
bigger than modern day elephants!
materials leti llehind bypast Jw11w11 culture.\.

These early Ice Age hunters were nomadic, meaning that they had no permanent
home. Instead. they made temporary camps on the frozen tundra and moved on
when the game they were hunting migratedto a different area. Slowly, over many
years , hunters and their families made their way up to the northeastern edge of
Asia and into what is now Alaska. At that point in the distant past, people crossed
into North America. Soon, they spread out over the entire North American continent,
and even farther south, into what is now South America.

uom ~ liinosaur~~ A p;:iieQJ"ltol o~st :o.tudies We

f ossi/11 nf011imnlx preserved 1n lh (! ground long
ugo Tiiis mdudesl:OO fossils ofhlsei.:L..-..11 h.
bi rel"-. ma1 mn,l:lls, ,alll) yes. evClll dinosaurs, that
lh'ccl .,.,me 7'5 m illion }'C~ before modern

lnununs.

About 12,000 years ago, the last glacier that covered what is now Vermont had
melted and retreated northward. Soon after, the nomadic Paleoindians moved in to
occupy the newly uncovered land. That movement marks the beginning of human
occupation in Vermont, and so, it also marks the beginning of Vermont's archaeological

past!
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Of course, the Paleoindians faced many challenges as they began to settle in Vermont.
The glaciers eventually melted away, and the temperature continued t o rise. Many of the
animals the Paleoindians traditionally hunted died off and became extinct. However, the
new, warmer environment gave rise to other animals. and other plants, and other treeswho le forests of trees. In order to survive, the original Vermonters had to learn to adapt
t o the new environments in which they found themselves. They invented special skills to
collect resources and to I ive
safely. They built warm. dry
shelters and discovered new
tricks for hunting and foraging.
Over the 12,000 years
following that time, the
environment of the land we now
call Vermont continued to change,
and change again. With every
major environmental change ,
Native Americans had to adapt
and specialize even more. This
adaptation- or how the Native
Arc haeologists excavating and usi ng a transit at a Americans learned to Jive and
si t e in Essex.
grow with the chan ging
environment through time- is a
big area of study for Vermont archaeologists. But how do archaeologists study these ancient
people when there are no photographs, writings, or direct memories of this t ime?
The next section will t ell you how archaeologists use science, special methods, and
techniques to f ind cl ues left behind by the Native Amer icans long ago. Then, we will tell
you how archaeol ogists interpret and understand these clues to t ell the story of the lives
of these ancient people.
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Did you know...

lhm archaeologists excav~1te sites?
Archaeologists call their kind of
digging excavation. because ii is
done very carcfolly and follows set
mies and guidelines in order for them
to learn a~ much as they can from
the artifacrs. m1CI the context in which
they fiod those £Dtifa<.:ts.
Archac<Jlogists call places \vhere
they excavate and fil1d duc::s about
past people, sites.

1. 18,000 years ago

Continental zlacier
covers all or New
England. Parts of what

'· ~

Glacler

' ...~.

.

2. 12,000 years ago

Gtaci~•

Ice begins to retreat. A
huge amount of

is now Vennonc are
buried under more than

...

a mile of ice.

meltwater is trapped by
the glacier. This large
body of water is called
Lake Vermonr.

. ,_ ;.

lltlantlc
OcUll

3. 11,000 years ago

4. 8,000 years ago

lee retreats beyond the
St. Lawrence Seaway.
Ocean water fiUs the
space left by the
retrealingglaciers. The
Champlain Sea is
created.

St. lav.1enc:e Se;awa y

Land rebounds and
the temperature begins

'

lo 1ise. The At.hmtic
Ocean is again cue off
from Vermont. Lake
Champlain is created.

At the end of the last Ice Age, what is now Vermont and the surrouncHng re.g ior1was cover ed by a mH~- hi9h
sheet of ice. Native Americans entered this part of North America soon after the ice m~lte.d.
; mm::c·

B~rry

Doolan. UV)..I

G.:•"~ G~'.'

Dept.; Geographical S.;rviccs Di\· i; :r n of Cln r:J ...: UVM CAP.
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Chapter 3 . What is Archo.eology?
Archaeology is the study of past people and their differing cultures through excavation, analysis, and interpretation
of material culture. That's certainly a lot to take in. Let's see if we can break that definition down a little bit.
Material culture refers to people's tools, crafts,
clothing, and other belongings. Objects of material
culture that can be excavated and studied by
archaeologists are called artifacts. Things that people
of the past created, but that archaeologists cannot move
without destroying, sucn as a black stain in the ground
from a fire pit, or a rock carving on a cliff side, are
cal led features.
Archaeologists working on the CCCH searched for
art ifacts and features left by Native Americans of the
distant and recent past. When these important clues
were discovered, they were used to reconstruct the ways
in which people once lived.

Did you know...
tJ:iaL.11isto1)• is the scudy of the past through
1ne wnttim word! th~ 1lrinJ;' pct1f1I'- wrok

tlo\\'n? Historiaru ~lUd) !he ~~ t by reading
and:inter{lretmg t.he~e Wril lD,l!Sor record; .
Arcflaeologht ofre:n "llld 'i.t 11rehistory.
Prefli::;tory trni~~ to a y1ru..t fune bcfm v. ritin~
~Jegan. or wh~re writing wa!o: nevr r 11sr.d.
Archaeologists cm1 l~u11 alxmt prehistory hy
C,\C';JValing prehistoric site ~.
Vermont.
pn:h•smnc ha1', the same meaning 1:-.
pm..:ont:1it..'1 ur. in' tlh!ll'Wvrus. th<! timi.: ticlb1c
the a1Tival of Europe<ms.

rn

Archaeologists are always searching for answers
to important questions about the lives of ancient people.
What did the Native Americans eat? What did they make or build? What did they think or
believe? How did they raise their families? Where did they live? If their descendents are no
longer living, why did they disappear? In most cases, none of this information was ever written down, it certainly was never
photographed with a camera. So, it is up to archaeologists to find out the answers to questions about the people of the past in
the sites they left behind.
Example
of
stone
artifacts that preserve
in Vermont's acidic soil.

To make things more difficult for archaeologists, it is estimated that about 95-98°/o of past people's material culture
doesn't normally preserve in Vermont's soil. Th is is because the majority of Vermont's soil contains acid, rising and falling
water, and bacteria and other micro-organisms (small living things). Over time, these elements destroy anything the Native
Americans made that originally came from living, organic material, like wood, plant and animal fibers, bone, and/or leather. You
7

can imagine, then. that nearly everything these people of the
past wore, lived in, carried things in, or ate is gone. Pretty
upsetting? Not exactly. There are still plenty of clues left in
the ground.

Items made of organic
material, such as leather
boots rarely preserve
long enough to be found
by archaeologists.

Ok, so what does preserve in the ground of Vermont for
hundreds or even thousands of years? Stone for starters.
Luckily. stone artifacts can last for a very long time in the
ground. And luckier still, because Native Americans had very
little access to metal or other materials, they made a fair
number of things in their everyday life from stone. It just
takes a trained eye to spot these types of artifacts and to
know what they were used for.

A second class of material that preserves fairly well in Vermont's soil is burned
bone. We just explained that bone does not normally preserve for very long in the
ground, and that is true. But if that bone is burned, in the process of cooking a meal for
instance, the form of the bone changes enough so that it will last much, much longer.
Archaeologists call preserved bone leftover from Native American meals, fauna/ remains.
A third class of material that sometimes preserves in the ground, especially if
burned. are what archaeologists and scientists call paleobotanical
remains. This term refers to things like wood, nuts. seeds and
other plant remains. Archaeologists often call burned plant
remains" charcoal'.

Uoyouknow.••
how early Nmivc Amciicans cookc4~
things and boiled wutcr'? Until pottery
\VD.' m:roduced. Native American'\i
used bark-lined or wouJen cuntainer:s
that could not he placed ovcr a fi r;c.
They would have burned up.
Instead. the Native Amerit.:ans
healed rocks in a fire until they were
red hot. When the n.1t:ks were read} ~
the ~ative Americm1:-; dropfki.i them into
the container~ of water and ~he water
would heat and boil. Often in doing this,
the fire-reddened rocks would t:rack

I
I
I

from th~ temperature change.

Years later, \vhen archaeologistf\
find these reddish lire-cracked rocb.
tht>y know Lhal there wa:-. probably II
fire al rhe site. even if no remains of ,~
feature arc left.

Archaeologists might find some of these remains in features
that may be preserved in the soil. These features often are
what is left of ancient fire, storage and/or trash pits. If there
A close up view of
once
was a fire pit at a site, the ground will be very dark
paleobotanical remains
brown or black in the place where the fire burned. If
(corn, or "maize").
archaeologists dig carefully, they sometimes are able to see the
shape and size of the original pit.
8

As we just mentioned, if archaeologists uncover the remains of afire pit, they may find charcoal
in the blackened earth. This is usually an important discovery for archaeologists because, as we
mentioned above, charcoal can be used to tell many things- like what plants the Native Americans
were eating, the type of firewood they used, and what time of year they were at the site. Charcoal can
also be used to estimate the pit's age, or when it was created. This is done through a special technique
called radiocarbon dating that will be explained later.

f ire pit .

Finally, Native American pottery also will last for a long time in the ground. Unfortunately, even if
a pot was originally buried whole, it will most likely be broken into many pieces- called sherdsafter years of frost, animal and insect burrowing, plowing, and so on. More importantly, like the bow
and arrow, the original Vermonters only invented or began to use pottery about 3,000 years ago.
Before that time, Native Americans in Vermont were probably using woven baskets or bark and wood
containers to store and gather food, water and other resources. Unfortunately, because these items
were made with organic material, they almost never survive intact.

How Sites Are Found:
So now you know some of the things archaeologists normally look
~-~)!!1-..;---;;;-;;:;;=J for. and hopefully find, when they investigate a site. But howdo they
f ire p1f stain
find these things? Well , we mentioned at the beginning of this book
uncovered by
that the people who are building the CCCH want to be careful not to
Qrchaeo.logi:sts.
destroy any valuable archaeological evidence. The government is also
concerned about this. That is why part of the National Historic
Preservation Act, called Section 106, mandates that archaeological
sites be searched out and, if found, judged to see whether they are
important enough to be thoroughly studied or avo ided altogether and
preserved "as is".

Did you know...
that <u-chaeologists all over ~he
\vorl<l us~ the mcuic system'?
This system enables
'1rchacologists to measure
size more easil). witholll
conn.·rsion in lhe field. and

Throughout the planning process, archaeologists talk with the highway
engineers and map out exactly where the highway will be built, and then
discuss which areas are likely to contain sites that will be affected by
the construction. Of course, every square meter of soil cannot be tested
for evidence of past people. It would cost too much money and take too

1 ceut1meter =.394 inches
1 meter =3.28 f ect
1 kilometer =.621 miles

Archneolf>gist
excavating f ir e pit.
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enables archaeologist" acms~
tbe globe to share d1eir
research.
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much time. Knowing this, archaeologists have to make educated guesses. like detectives. in order to find sites_
The CCCH, like other highways, is being built so that we can get around with the least amount of time, effort, and traffic.
That is how millions of people in North America travel or move things today; by car, bus. or truck. Of course, prehistoric
Native Americans did not have cars. In fact, until Europeans came to this land, Native Americans did not have horses either.
But, they did have the same ideas that you and I have today. They wanted to get around as quickly as possible with the least
amount of effort. Now, how would a Native American travel or move things long distances quickly and easily? By water, of
course!
Using canoes made of dug out trees or birch bark, the rivers and lakes of Vermont were the Native Americans' natural
highways: we can call them waterways. Waterways provided water for bathing, cooking, cleaning, and drinking, food (fish,
plants, and animals attracted to the water) and a quick and easy way to get through the dense forests t hat covered Vermont for
thousands of years. With this in mind it makes sense that the Native Americans of Vermont would want to live near a lake, pond.
river or stream. That way, they could always have quick and easy
access to a waterway for travel and food . Knowing this, archaeologists
ofte n look for evidence of Native Americans near these natural
waterways.
In trying to decide where to look for s ites along the CCCH route,
archaeologists naturally wanted to search around the waterways that
would be crossed by the highway. Today, we call some of these
waterways Indian Brook, Allen Brook, and the Winooski River (see
map on Page 2).
Think about this. If you were going camping with your family or
your friends, where would you set up your campsite? On the side of a
hill? Probably not. You would want a good flat area so yo u and your
things wouldn't roll downhill. If you were staying there for a while, you Archaeo logis ts sear c hing fo r sites dur ing a Phase
also wouldn't want to choose a spot that got flooded by a river, or I survey. Note the brook nearby.
washed out by rain, or was wet and swampy. On the other hand, you
wouldn't want to pick a spot that was too high up, far from water and
exposed to the wind either. In other words, you would need the perfect spot. From the beginning, Native Americans were
experts at choosing ideal spots for their camps and homes.
l
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Of course, hundreds or even thousands of years may have gone by since Native
Americans used any particular area. The land may have been logged, farmed, leveled or
washed away by floods and erosion. It also may have looked very different. For example.
a place that once might have had towering trees may now be in the middle of a farmer's
field. So, archaeologists have to plan, study and think very hard about what the land
might have looked like in the past before they choose a spot to test. Even then. some spots
archaeologists choose don't always contain evidence of an ancient site. It is always possible
that the Native Americans never lived in the spots archaeologists pick to test for sites.
It is also possible that archaeologists
may miss finding some of them.
~
because so little evidence preserves
/ -·
at many sites.

-- -

.·.

... I. .

:

\

~ .

Map of a site grid showing lines of test pits and
excavation blocks.

Once a promising area is
determined to be endangered by
construction, archaeologists go there
and begin to look for clues. However,
the first stage of an archaeological
investigation does not look like the
big, slow "digs" that you may have
seen on television or in National
Geographic magazine. First ,
archaeologists excavate small test
holes to see if any artifacts or
features are present in each
promising area.

Did you know...

lhal tb\! soil chat cover:-. a siw can also
tell an arc haeologist n lot of
information about the past'? Like
making a cake. or a sandwich. layers
of soil are often added by nature. one
nn top or anot11cr. Other times. -soil
doc·m 't h11ilcl up. but d rnngcs to fonn
layer!'. This layering process is called

_i;tratigraplly.
An:hacologisls can sometime.;.; ll'll
the age of a site hy lhesc: layers. They
also maj be ablt:: to tell if there was
tlo<Xling. a fire. an<l nrnny more things.
Finding preserved stratigraphy is just
anoth~ r re a son why context is so
important to archaeologists.

Archaeologists normally dig lines of regularly spaced pits. looking for artifacts or
features in the ground. Sometimes they will walk over a plowed area looking for artifacts
on the surface. This is called a Phase I survey. Depending upon the size of the area and
the depth of the soil layers, archaeologists determine how far apart to space pits, how
big the pits should be, and how deep they should be dug. Many times during Phase I
surveys, archCleologists do not find anything. Often times. however, new sites are discovered.
12

After all of the test pits are dug, archaeologists return to the
laboratory to wash and inspect the artifacts found at sites. In pits
that contained artifacts, archaeologists record how deep they were
found in the ground, and what other materials, like charcoal, are
found with them.

Did you know...
how sites get buried'!

If a site is found during the identification phase. and it has the
potential to be a significant cultural resource, archaeologists will
move to the Phase II- site evaluation stage. This is a more careful
excavation where more small pits are placed in a grid pattern, over
an area where artifacts have been found. to understand exactly how
big the site is, what group or groups of Native Americans lived there
and when, and how important the site is.
If the results of a Phase II site evaluation confirm to
archaeologists that the site is important, and it turns out that the
area can't be avoided by future development. then archaeologists
will move to the final stage of excavation- Phase III. This final
phase of excavation looks much like what you may have seen on
television, in magazines or in movies. Large areas of soil are excavated
with special care and attention to detai I, and every bit of information
that can be recovered from the site is recorded for the future.
This information is not only recorded for careful analysis, but
also because archaeological sites are non-renewable resources. This
means that once they are bulldozed, or excavated by archaeologists.
they are gone forever. You can never put the soil and all of the
artifacts back exactly the way they were before the site was
destroyed or excavated. Therefore, unless archaeologists record
Archaeologist s take detailled every detail carefully, valuable information about the past will be
notes.
lost.
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Native Amei-icans did not
purposely bury most or
the things th~y lefi behind.
In!> tea& sites arc buried
slowly by )'L~ars of
artifact migration
<lownwm·d in the ground.
or by actually being
covered over during
floods. or more gradually
PY decaying plants.
In most places.
I here might only he
twenty
or thirt)
centimeters of soil above
the level of the artifact~
in the ground. Howe\'er.
in lnw-'lying areas by
rivers. there may b..:
more than one meter of
soil <Wcr the site. left there
by flooding.

Unders anding Context:
This brings up a concept that archaeologists consider to be extremely important: context- or how things relate to one
another both when they were used and when they are found by archaeologists. Understanding the context of an art ifact or a
site is how archaeologists are ab le to know as much as they do from the small amount of evidence that preserves from cultures
of the past.
It can be explained this way. If an archaeologist finds a stone axe while excavating a site,
what does that axe say about the people who used it? The archaeologist knows to look at the
marks on the axe to see how it was made (usually by pecking or grinding), and how it was used.
The arc haeologist con look at the kind of stone it is made out of to see where it came from- is
it local stone or is it a stone that was traded from far away? The archaeologist may be able to
t e ll what group or groups of Native Americans were more likely to have made it by the s ize
and shape of the tool. However, all things considered, the information that an archaeologist can
gain about the people who made the tool is limited if the axe is the only due archaeologists have
to investigate.
But, if archaeologists carefully excavate the area where that tool was found, they may be
able to learn many more things. They may be able to understand what the Native Americans
were doing in that area. If there is evidence of a fire pit, archaeologists may be able to tell
what they were cooking. If there are storage pits, archaeologists can probably assume that
they were occupying the spot for a long time. Archaeologists may be able to tell if they were
hunting there, fishing there, what season it was when they were there; even how long ago the
site was occupied. So you see, as amazing as some artifacts are. the information that comes
from studying the relationship between artifacts and their surrounding context is necessary
to fill in missing pieces and fully understand the past.

Ar c haeologist looking at a
ti.ny artifact und e r the
microscope.

Finally, after archaeologists carry out all the necessary phases of investigation at sites in an area, it is ready for the
construction of new roads and buildings. But the archaeologists' jobs are not done. There is a great deal of laboratory work and
analys is left to do in order to finish the research and write up a concluding report. Every important piece of information and
every artifact is carefully looked at to try and learn as much as possible from the site. After archaeologists have studied these
14

things thoroughly, they carefully store the artifacts and recordsfor future study and preservation. If a site is very important,
or sheds new light on something archaeologists did not know before, the most interesting artifacts may go into a museum where
they can be displayed and viewed by everyone. The rema ining artifacts are permanantly placed in special storage containers so
that they will be preserved forever. This is called curation.
Archaeologists write down all of the information they learn in a report
that is availab le to everyone so that other archaeologists and the public may
understand the past of a particular area. Archaeologists share this information
so that everyone together can gain a better understanding of how, for example,
a site in Chittenden County f its into the bigger patterns of Native American
life in New England and elsewhere in North America.
Of course, archaeologists also look at other sites that have been excavated
in the same area to see reglona/patterns and make sense of things that they
may not understand by looking at just one site.
That is why the CCCH planning process presented archaeologists with a
rare and extremely valuable opportunity to study a large area of Chittenden
County. They were able to View of storage boxes conta ining art ifacts
notice patterns easily, like and notes .
areas where Native
American sites were clustered near each other. Archaeologists can assume
that an area with many sites offered up something important that the Native
Americans kept returning to- perhaps good fishing, or hunting, or a
particularly fine type of wood or rock. The archaeology done for the CCCH
also shows archaeologists the types of places people chose to live in at different
times in the past- from the earliest days of the Paleo indians, to the people
who were living in Chittenden County when the first Europeans came. The
CCCH excavations uncovered sites that teach archaeologists and Vermonters
things about Native Americans in Vermont that they had never known before,
and sites that help confirm things that archaeologists had guessed about, or
had tiny b its of evidence of, but have never been able to prove.
View of a storage box containing so il from
afire hearth feature.
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All in all, the archaeology done for the CCCH presents a wonderful opportunity to learn about Chittenden County's original
settlers. This is especially important because it is estimated that up to half of the settlements that once existed in Chittenden
County already have been destroyed by our modern cities and towns. The CCCH archaeology gives us a rare look at 12,000
years of Vermont's past- a past that was full of people living their lives and caring for their families- a past that archaeologists
con help us understand before it is lost or forgotten.
The following section will describe an archaeological chronology for the groups of Native Americans that lived here in
Chittenden County, Vermont, through time. This chronology will be illustrated by sites found during the CCCH archaeological
studies. You will learn how archaeologists uncover evidence of Chittenden County's ancient past, the special places where Native
Americans once lived, and some of the activities that archaeologists now know took place long ago.
So let's get on the highway and take a grand tour of Vermont's past!
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Phase

I

Site Identification

Archaeologists dig small
test pi ts and do surface
walkovers to find sites.

Phase II
Site Evaluation

Ardio.eologists dig
.smaJ r test pits end so me

bigger units to see how
large and rmportant the
site is.

Phase ID
Data Recovery

Archaeologists dig
larger urots to excavate
bigger areas of the site
before it is destroyed
1
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How Native Americans made stone tools.
There are two general types of tools that Native-Americans made and used throughout prehistory:

I

The first type of stone tools that Native Americans made are
called flaked stone tools. Flaked stone tools were important to
Native Americans because they could be made to have a very
sharp edge. These tools had to be fashioned from special rock
which breaks along even, smooth planes- like glass. The Native
Americans were masters of making these kinds of tools. They
carefully hit this special stone with another stone. antler, or other
hard material so that flakes came off of the stone in a regular
way. If you ever look at a projectile point closely, you will see
small ridges on its surface. This is from careful chipping, or flaking
by the Native Americans, done to whittle the stone down to that
shape. Archaeologists are always on the lookout for the chips or
flakes left over from tool or point making, because they are often
the first and most obvious sign that Native Americans were in an
area.

Bedrock fragment

There are many kinds of flaked stone tools found in sites
from all periods. Some of these include: scrapers. drills, knives,
and, of course, projectile points/
The other type of Native American stone tools recovered in
Vermont are groundstone tools. These tools were made by slowly
grinding, flaking, and/or or pecking .away at certain kinds of stone
to create a shape that could be used for specific activities. This
took a lot of time, so they often chose rounded cobbles and shaped
flat ends or put notches in them to get the shape they needed.
Many artifacts were made us ing the groundstone technique. These
include: axes. grinding stones, fish net weights, and many others.
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Chapter 4 . The Story of the Pa.st
Early Paleoindian Period
-Time: 9500 B.C- 80<)0 B.C.. or 11.500 ycari-i
ago to l 0.000 wars mm.
~

J

L

-Environment: TI10ugh the g.facie1;.; had rctreaic<l
North ... it was still. on average.
.... much colder than
the 11::mpcrnturcs in Vcnnont today.

-Toc>ls: Clovis type. fluted projectile point::;
drills. scrapers. bi faces. wedges. spear:;.
The Paleoindians used local stone and stone
material from quarric.::s outside of Vennont for their
tools.
-l'ood: Though the early Paleoindi:ms collected
wild foods. and hunted small animal~. they are
primarily knowu as hunters of big game such as.

cmibou. and mammoth.

The archaeology done for the CCCH uncovered prehistoric sites that
date from about 11,500 years ago all the way up to sites that were in use around
the time when the f irst Europeans entered Vermont around A.D. 1600 (see
timeline on page 17). That is over five hundred and fifty generations of fam ilies
living in what is now Chittenden County!
All in all, 79 previously unknown prehistoric/precontact sites were found
along the line of the planned highway. All of these sites tell archaeologists
stories about Chittenden County's past. and about the unwritten history of
Native American groups or cultures. Twenty of these sites were considered so
special and so important to the preservation and understanding of the past that
they were declared eligible for the National Register of
Historic Places. That means that extra attention and special
,' , . , .
care had to be used to excavate them- going to the Phase
III stage that we talked about before. Information
gathered from these special sites will be the focus of the
following sections.
'
•

The Pale.oindion Periods:farl:y ond Late

Let's begin again with the Paleoindians. By the time
they arrived in what is now Vermont. they were what archaeologists call semi-nomadic. This means that
they moved around on a yearly basis within a more or less fixed territory tracking the animals they
.
~t..;J
hunted, and gathering the plant resources they needed.
Base of an Earl/'

The Early Paleo in dian Period:
The first people to enter Vermont came about 9500 B.C., or about 11,500 years ago. Archaeologists
call this period the Early Paleoindlan period.

Paleoindian projectile
point recovered from
site VT-CH-230. in
Essex.
20

During Paleoindian times , people hunted large game
including animals like mammoths that are now extinct .
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Did ''ou k n ow... ~

that ardrnc:~fo);i\!Jl 1-ih.::' arc
recorded and mm1l!d in sirnHar
W~Y~ a1r 11yer ti 11: n mntty'• 'The)·
t;,ip1.:ully hcgJn \\ lth all
~tbbre vinteLI, ~r shnmmed~ £tl!k
namc.lnt Lrrlfill!, ILL\ vr. Thl!n.
the1e wouW he am ahbte\iijrucJ
cou111ry lllilllC.inourcase. CH fo~
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During the Early Paleoindian period, the land that is now Vermont looked and felt
nothing like it does today. Although the glaciers had retreated because of worming
temperatures, it was still , on average. much colder than today. That's hard to believe, isn't
it?

Perhaps the biggest difference between then and now was that a salt water ocean covered
what is now Lake Champlain and the surrounding
area. About 13,000 to 10,800 years ago, the water
Did :mu knon ...
level of what scientists call the Champlain Sea was
that buiklimrfor1rnnspn11a1ion purposes
much higher than the level of Lake Champlain today.
has been showing people e,·idenee of
Chin~mkn County. ~panned
Sea-water covered the lowland sections of
lhc past long before there were cars or
tnull tlw s.ta1.eby .iidash. Fin111ly.
Burlington and Winooski and other low-lying areas
highways? In the mid-1 800"~. peopk
the ne;nnvml_p~le l\U1ll~f"Mlf1J
in the Champlain Valley. The Champlain Sea was
buildmg il railroad line discovered a
be given tu011~ ~ice.. Furi11~11mt~.
home to sea creatures not found in the lake today
whafe,.,kclcto11 in Charlotte. Vcrmonc.
V l'-tU- t97. tt ~ih: ~h11t Wt.:
such as ocean fish, seals and even whales! Scientists
p r(n mt; 1lmt w hriJ~'" · were 011 <.: ~
'hr-c;u:r.:. i111be mILi" t~xl. i!'-. t~c
also believe that . like today, Chittenden County
swimming ov~r tbut same Chittenden
l 97Lh .Jll!lil ha-\\! beCll lc u ~I in
probably was a major flyway for ducks, geese and
County town.
CIUnendenCm1my. vr.
other birds. The Paleoindians may have hunted these
Oddly enough. around lh~ same
fowl in addition to fishing and hunting large animals.
time. during another mi[roatl project 0 11
The food resources in and around the Champlain
Ml. Holil) . workers also <lisco\"ered the
Sea must have been a great attraction for the
on)r.,• mammoth skclctou evl!r LO be
Paleoindians who first populated the Champlain Valley. In addition, the shrinking
t11 um in Vermont! Thi s :-.hows
Champlain Sea likely provided an added bonus to the Paleoindians- warmth. Scientists
an:hacologists
and palconco'log:ists that
believe t he Champlain Sea created warmer air that curbed the cold arctic winds blowing
e ll!phant-si1:cd manm1ab walke<l nwr
in from the glacier to the north.
ground that had once been nem· the

I

After the last great Ice Age ended, temperatures warmed up sl ightly. Most of
the land that is now Vermont became covered by small, shrubby cold-weather plants,
generally called tundra. In addition, a thin forest of spruce, fir, and birch probably
grew in the area. These trees and other plants. however sparce, could have fed the
giant vegetarians that the Paleoindians loved to hunt such as mastodons and mammoths.

ocean. This ocean inlet. where whales
once swam., b. ground that we walk rn·cr
1oday. Remains of these animals can
he :o.cc11 in Pt:rkins Hall at U VM.

When archaeologists combine these aspects of Vermont's past environment, they can hypothesizeabout the things Paleoindians
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were doing here, and the places where they may have chosen to live. There is no
need to wond er if they were here or not, because archaeology shows us that
they certainly were.
There are a few good clues, but many difficulti es, in trying to understand
the lives of the Paleoindians. The main problem is simply that so much time has
passed since they were here. We already have talked about Vermont's soil . and
the fact that it does not often preserve organic materials for very long.
Archaeo logists know there is almost no hope of ever finding anything organic,
like wooden tools or clothing, dating from the Early Paleoindian period in the
ground today. But, even things that archaeologists might expect to find in more
recent sites, like burned bone and/or fire pits, are not likely to last for
11,000 or 12,000 years in Vermont's acidic soil. So, it is up to archaeologists
to unlock the secrets of the lives of the Paleoindians using the artifacts that
do survive, such as those made of stone, and other clues such as the context in
wh ich the artifacts are found.
There were five Paleoindian sites found during the archaeology for the
CCCH. How do we know? f irst, archaeologists determined that the locations
and the types of soil at the sites would have made attractive places for the
Paleoindians to have stayed. Secondly, and maybe more important ly ,
archaeologists could tell how old these sites were by the types of tools they
found.

Do you know••. wlu11 rh.i:-; h l·allt:<l?

If you -;aid <llJ am1whead. yuu a1e only half
ri~ht.. At.'tually. archaeolog:isL' call any lOOl with il1i..:

poi'll t.
I shapeYc:>tiprojectile
see. for
~l

thollS!lnd~

.

of vear~. t1'e Native

Ame1i1,;ffil.°' ol Vermont l11.1d lllOl use bows ~m<.J

arrows. They userl hand-tllrown spcan.. nr spc:-'. U ~
and ailatl" (1 s~ico1Hh mwq1 ) Aprojectile poim i~
u more geneJ al ierm itl:iiar ~lcr; to m;1y puiutc::u tool
inc:lud~ng spear r uims and an-ow points !hat wa~
1hnu..r.1hrnwo 1~J ..,hot (pro~1.ned t.

Nearly every period and every archaeological culture has its own distinct way of making t ools. Projectile points are the
most individually shaped , or distinct tools that archaeologists examine to discover the age of a Native American site.
Archaeologists can recognize many different projectile point styles and can often tell what groups made a certain point in the
past. When archaeologists match types of projectile points with different periods of time and different groups of people, they
create a point typology.
Remember we said that there are a few good, or fortunate, things for archaeologists studying the Paleoindians? Well, the
idea of a point typology or a timeline showing changes in style and shape leads us to one of them. Because Paleoindians were the
first people to enter into the New World, and because, being nomadic, they thought nothing of moving great distances,
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Do you kuow...
how the Native Americans. used spears to
kill game~ ArchacollJgbt" know lhat before
the bow and armw w .::is mlroduc(!tf~ Narh e
Americans used spears lo hunt. Howe\'CJ.
t hl!~' 'Wt:rc notju~t d1rowing ~pears by lmml.
(]1ey al~o llSCd Fil :i.pe..:ial h.lol callci:L..1J1
atlllll. An adatl. .is about tJ1e length of .\'m.!r
forearm . with a lumuk on one end. am.! a
hook on the other. A bunter would hook thC'
'lipear onto the end of the atlatl. \Vhen tbc
humer threw the ~pear. the hunrcr·s hand.
'"''ould let go ol 1!1.: 'ij)ear but maintain the
throwing motion with tbe atlatl. vsing lJfr••

archaeologists believe that there is little difference between Early Paleoindian groups
across North America. This means that from Alaska to Vermont, Paleoindian cultures
were generally the same. Major evidence for this theory can be found in the similarity
between projectile points, from this early period discovered throughout the continent.

1

~

tool w~1uld im:rcu~c the 1'\~ll, and m:cutni.1'

of the spear and •mprove the lnmler·.
chances Cll hitting his/her target.

l

Atlatl /

Nearly all Early Paleoindians used a type of projectile point archaeolog ists call
Clovis. It is distinctive because of its leaf-like shape and because it is often fluted,
or made with a channel that runs up both sides of the point. Clovis type projectile
points have been found from Maine to Texas and Alaska, and they all seem to come
from the same Early Paleoindian culture.
There is also convincing evidence of a shared culture in the types of stone that
they used to make their tools. In the lesson on page 19, you learned that in order to
make flaked stone tools, Native Amer icans needed special. glassy stone that broke
away in even, regular ways. In most later periods, Native Americans quarried stone
from sources found near their homelands. However, Paleoindians, who were the first
humans to arrive in North America and Vermont, often got their tool-making stones
from quarries located great distances from the sites where archaeologists discover
them.
Archaeologists are still unsure why Native Americans, especially the Paleoindians,
went through the effort to get exotic, or far-away stone. But, most archaeologists
feel that this is sol id evidence of long-distance movement, or even of trade between
different Paleoindians groups. It is difficult to imagine that a single person or group
of people would go to New York, Quebec, Maine, Pennsylvania, Ohio , and many other
places simply to collect stone, but some argue that they traveled these areas while
hunting and collected stone along the way. Instead, it is also possible that they
traded over long distances for good or famil iar types of stone.

Trade in stone may have been a way for Paleoindians to keep in contact with other far-away groups, or perhaps they felt
that they needed certain stones for spiritual or cultural reasons. Whatever those reasons may have been , it is always exciting
to see a stone from as far away as Pennsylvania, or even northern Quebec, in an archaeological site in Vermont!
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CCCH Ear ly Polaoindian Sites :
During the CCCH archaeological excavations, archaeologists found an Early Paleoindian site in
Williston. It was on a slightly sloping knoll very near Allen Brook, not too far from Route 2. Archaeologists
determined that it would have provided a great view in all directions, enabling people living there to
spot game or people approaching from a distance. It also faced south, protected from the wind and
warmed by the sun. The site was given the number VT-CH-197, and because it was located extremely
close to the planned highway, it was excavated extensively.
VT-CH-197 turned out to be one of the biggest Paleoindian sites ever found in the northeastern U.S.
and one of only a few Early Paleoindian sites known in Vermont! Archaeologists think that between
11,000 and 10,000 years ago, about 25-50 individuals lived at this site for a while, though not permanently.
Archaeologists believe that Paleoindians were living at VT-CH-197 during the summer. Remember, in
the lesson we said that archaeologists search for stone flakes to show them the location of a site. At VTCH-197. there was a very wide scatter of flakes over a very large area. Archaeologists hypothesize that
this wide scatter indicates that people were moving around a lot within the camp, going about their
activities in all areas of the site. Activity outside in the open is more typical of summertime. In other
words, at a winter camp, archaeologists would expect flakes in the ground to be concentrated in areas
where houses or shelters once stood, because during the winter more activities would have occurred
inside houses. In the winter, it would have been too cold for the Paleoindians to do anything outside of
Demonstration of their houses for very long. Also , archaeologists did not find many projectile points at the site. If it had
spear throwing with been fall or winter. archaeologists think that there would have been more points, as those seasons would
an atlatl.
have been better for hunting. Instead, archaeologists believe that VT-CH-197 shows evidence of a camp
used during the warmer part of the year.
Some projectile points were found, however, and archaeologists were sure that site VT-CH-197 dated to the Paleoindian
period after a fluted projectile point was found during the excavation of the site. It was made from a local rock, called
quartzite. In addition, about a third of the artifacts (mostly flakes) were of an exotic kind, meaning that they were of a nonlocal stone rooterial. Some of the stone material came from Munsungan Lake in northern Maine and some come from a source in
southern Pennsylvania. The total distance between these sources is over 900 km., or over 560 miles. That's pretty impressive if
your only way of travel is by foot or canoe! Again, though possible, it is unlikely that anyone walked that far to collect these
stones. Therefore, this site is a good indicator that the Paleoindians of Chittenden County were trading with other Paleoindian
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groups across the continent.
It may have been that a group or groups of people were drawn to the area of the
site because it was once rich in plants, nuts, seeds or other wild foods. The fact that
this was probably a summer camp used wh ile people collected plant foods shows a
different, rarely seen side of these big-game hunters. For archaeologists, it is also
evidence that, as the climate of North America was changing, the Early Paleoindians
were beginning to change with it, and were
learning to adapt to their local environment.

The ilate PaJeoindian Period:

Did you know...
rhnt in the early part of the t·cnlllry.
OJrdrncolng.i st:-; thought that Native

American:-. had heen in the :-.Jew World
ror only a few thousand y~ari-;? Then.
an:haeolngish found projectile points in

Folsom. l\e\v :Vk:xico that were buried
near. and in one case. stuck in. the tbnnc~
of <uiextim:t spedcs of buffalo. Soon after.

points were found with mammoth bones
in Clovi~. New Mexko. ·n1is site is where
Clovis poim~ get their n<.une from. :md how
archaeologists first learned that :'>(atiYe
Am~1icans had been in !'\011h Amc1ica for

Over the next thousand years or so,
Paleoind ian groups became increasingly
familiar with the land around them. At the
mor~ than ten tho u!'.and year.;.
same time, the biggest of the animals they
once hunted, the mastodons and mammoths,
became rare and probably migrated
northward, out of the Paleoindian's range in Vermont. Because of this, during what is
called the Late Paleoindian period. the Native Amer icans adapted for survival in
more densely forested land, and probably began to hunt smaller game, like deer, more
exclusively.

Archaeologists and volunte er .s
screening at site VT-CH-197.

As the Paleoindians became more familiar with their new environment. they became
more specialized. They began to learn more about Vermont's food and non-food
resources. As they changed their Jifeways in order to live comfortably within fixed
territories, their culture became more localized. They no longer shared as much with
other Paleoindian groups across the continent. Paleoindians living on the Great Plains,
or in what is now Colorado and New Mexico, began to form a different lifestyle than
the Paleoindians living here in Vermont. Nevertheless, there is still plenty of evidence
of trade, and shared point types between Late Paleoindian groups across the continent.
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CCCH Late Paj eo ind ian Sites:
Late Paleoindian period sites are very rare in Vermont. In fact. the archaeology
done for the CCCH uncovered the first Late Paleoindian period camp ever found
in the state! The site was located on a rocky ridge next to Indian Brook in Essex.
Archaeologists think that this location would have provided a dry campsite and
good view for the Native Americans. The site was given the number VT-CH-230.
VT-CH-230 covered within a very small, very concentrated area. Archaeologists
thin~ that the site w~s only used briefly, and that it was almost certainly a
hunting camp. The artifacts recovered from this small site tell archaeologists
why.

Late Paleuimlian Period

-Tune: Approximately 8.000 B.C.- 7.000 B.C..
or l0.000 years ago to 9,000 years ago.

-Environment: Tbe environnwnt :-.lowly
\Vanned and the forests grew more dense.

-Tools: During the Late Paleoindian period.
peopk began to make a wider variety of
projectile poinL..;. including Holcombe type. mid
non-llu1cd projectile points. Whih~ thei,r tool kit
W<lS probably expanding. many of the toqls in
the E:lrly Palcoindian period were Min made and

At the Late Paleoindion camp within site VT-CH-230, archaeologists discovered
parts of two projectile points along with 146 flakes, left over from tool making.
Because of the small number
used during the Late Pakt.>imfom period. Exotic
of artifacts, archaeologists
stone was still impon~ml and widely used during
think that there were only
this time. hut people began to use more local
one or two people at the
stone as well.
camp, that they were there
briefly, and that they were
-rood: Local food resources hccamc more
preparing tools for hunting.
important during the Late Paleoindian period.
There is more evidence of
though people we.re sci II primarily focu:-;ed on
this in the four other stone
hunting available large game.
tools found at the site.
Archaeologists think these
tools were used to scrape and
cut soft material like animal
meat or sinew. There also was
one small piece of burned bone found at the site. This could mean that a
small cooking fire was present at this hunting camp even though remains of
Visitors watching archaeologists screen at VTthis feature have long since been eaten away by the soil.
CH-230 , in Essex.
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The shape and style of a single broken and incomplete projectile point found in one part of the site indicates that the site
is Late Paleoindian in age. The type found at this site in Essex represents the Holcombe phase, named after the Holcombe site
in Michigan. This type of projectile point is extremely rare, not only in Vermont, but throughout the entire northern U.S.
Holcombe points are known from only one other site in Vermont in East Highgate. Others are known from Ontario, Canada, and
there is one similar point known from Martha's Vineyard, in Massachusetts and another from the Lower Merrimack Valley in
New Hampshire. That's it. These kinds of projectile points are found more commonly in the upper midwestern U.S. and Canada.
Holcombe points are thought to date from about 8200 B.C., or about 10,000 years ago. This is probably a good estimate for the
earliest occupation of Vermont site VT-CH-230. Another area of this site was reoccupied at least once. several thousand years
later (see the Early Archai c period section).
The Holcombe point was made from an exotic chert found only in the
Hudson Valley of eastern New York, as were many of th.e flakes.
Archaeologists know that this chert was widely used in the Paleoindian
period, so its presence in Vermont is just another piece of evidence showing
archaeologists that this site dates to the Late Paleo indian period.

-

Archaeofog ists excavating and taking notes
at s it e VT-CH-230, in Essex.

This rare site illustrQtes just how much archaeologists can learn from
a small amount of evidence. More recent periods are represented by more
sites and preserve more artifacts and features within them, providing
archaeologists with even more information about these ancient people,
these original Vermonters.
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The Archaic Periods : Early. Middfe and Lote
As Native Americans settled in what is now Chittenden County, they became
more specialized and grew very familiar with their environment. At a certain
point (archaeolog ists usually choose the date of 7000 B.C. or about 9,000
years ago), their culture and ways of life changed so much that archaeologists
place them in a different period. This marks the beginning of the Early Ar chaic
period.

Tke. Early Archaic Period:
It was not only the Native Americans that were changing. As we mentioned
before, the environment was continuing to change as well . It grew warmer , and
this warming helped to shape many kinds of wetlands- from lakes and ponds to
swamps and bogs. Sometime during the previous Paleoindian period. the ancient
Champlain Sea shrank and became disconnected from the ocean, making it the
freshwater lake it is today. During the Early Archaic per iod , the newly formed
Lake Champlain was lower than its present-day
' ' '.
level.

..

.

A var iety of plants began to spring up in t his
warm , wet environment. The thin pine forests of
the Paleoindian period were taken over by hardwood
forests of beech. oak, ash, and maple. These trees,
especially those that produced nuts, brought new
animals and birds into the area, and of course, the
Native Americans hod to invent new hunting and
foraging techniques to make use of all of these new
resources.

Earl)• Arrhaic Period

·Time: 7000 B.C.- 6000 B.C., or 9,000 years
ago 10 8.000 years ago.

•Emironment: The climate continued 10 wann.
This warming helped to form many kinds of
\vctlands. from l ak~s to ponds. to swamps and
bogs. Forests became mo11e dense and the wnm1er
temperatures allowed hardwood trees Ii.kc bt.-cl:h.
oak. ash. nnd mapk to grow.

-Tools: During the Early Archaic period i'\ative
Arne1icans used bifurcate-based projectile points
•md began to m~1ke a greater variety of tools. su<.:h
as kn ives. The pco pkof thc E<u·Iy Archak: pcrirn.I

began to rely exclusively on local sources of stone
for their tools.

·Food: Foraging fordiftcrenl wild foods probably
took on a grc:uer ~mportancc in the Early An:hail
N ~11s.

seeds. anti eJibk plants were likely
harvested when they were in season. Hunting wa'
still widely practiced. Burned marten bone
pcrio<l.

indicatel'i that the Native Amcdcans wen! hunfo1g
a greater \Wicty of garne. lib:ely for clothing.as weU
tt;s for food .

Ear ly Archaic period
bifurcate-based
The evidence of increased specialization is found in archaeological sites. Previously, in Paleoindion
projectile point
recovered from VT-CH- t imes, Native Americans mainly used exotic stone from far distances for their stone tools. During
the Early Archaic period. however, people began to use local Vermont stone. This interesting
613. in Essex.
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During Archaic times, warmer temperatures allowed new plants and animals to survive in Vermont. People
adapted to the change in climate and began to hunt and gather a wider variety of food resources .
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change shows archaeologists that, during the Early Archaic
period, Native Americans were becoming even more familiar
with their local environment. They were spending more
time in what is now Vermont, rather than traveling vast
distances. The Native American population was also
growi ng. Bigger camps provide archaeologists with clues
of a more sedentary life, which perhaps lessened the need
for long-distance trade.
Archaeologists generally think that by the t ime of the
Ear ly Archaic period, families or perhaps even bigger
groups moved to different camps with the seasons, hunting
or harvesting the resources that were available during
specific times of the year. These groups of people ranged
through a broad territory within and beyond the Champlain
Valley. They may have even returned to the same places
Archaeologists excavating at year after year.
site VT-CH-613, in Essex.

C'CCH Early Archaie Sites~
There were 13 sites found during the archaeological surveys for the CCCH that date to
the Early Archaic period. They each provide archaeologists with clues about this ancient
time, and help us understand this period of Vermont's Native American past.
Of the thirteen sites from the Early Archa ic period studied along the highway corridor,
archaeologists noticed two distinct kinds. The first type of sites were hunting comps.
Hunting camps in the Early Archaic are further evidence that Native Americans were more
specialized during this period than they had been previously.

Did you know...
tha1 urc haeolo~!ists
can tell the af!c
""
~
1f a ,JJe from dmn.:oal that was
found at ii. often in a feature? This

I

I

Lcchnique is caJled C:ubon-14, (' •
14. or radiocarbon daling.
Carhon-14 L"\ aradioacti\·e form
of carbon th.al is found 1 11num1I~ in
the atmosphere. Don't worry. ll
won't harm you'! EYel)' living thing
absorbs C- 14 from the air. When
the l~vlng. thing die~. such as when a
tree ~ cul down or an animal kill~ l.
1hc C-1 4 absorbed in life bcgins to
break down at a regular rare,

I

An.im{ll.11'4>sist~tely Qn tbrmi'i.tii
and physicists and their spet:ializcd
eqtripment to cakula!e how much
C - 14 ha s hro k eJ~ do w n in 11
particular sam p1c tha t has
prescrvcdJ ikc charcoal. When this

is known. archaeologists can roughly
determine wheu the tree that th~
charcoal CmrlC' rrom die~ und fm m

thm. roughly how old a pm1icul.ar si1c
is,

The hunting camp sites found along the CCCH were all very small, perhaps supporting only one or two people for a few days
at most. This means that these hunters' families were somewhere else while the hunters hunted. They probably had a more
permanent camp that the hunters temporarily left to hunt game for their fami lies. Hunting camps, like some of the Early
Archaic sites found along the CCCH corridor, provide archaeologists with evidence that the Native Americans were dividing
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tasks within their family or group. It also shows archaeologists that people during
the Early Archaic period were becoming so familiar with their environment that
they could leave the security of the their family group and base camp to hunt and
collect plant foods separately.
VT-CH-613 was one such Early Archaic site. It was found on a flat delta top
very near Indian Brook in Essex. At the site, archaeologists found two heavy
concentrations of artifacts. Archaeologists call these concentrations "activity areas".
In the case of this site, the concentations of artifacts probably mean that. at
different times, two different hunting parties liked the spot so much they both
chose it to make camp. Remember. Native Americans were expert camp finders.
The importance of the CCCH archaeological study is made even more obvious
with this site. The projectile points found at site VT-CH-613 were made only during
the Early Archaic period. At the time it was studied, this site was only the second
Early Archaic period site to be extensively excavated in all of Vermont; the other
one was discovered during another highway study in Swanton.

I
I

Did you know..•
that as little a!- twenty ) ·~IU~ ago. many
archaeologists thought that there w~re no
people in Vennont urning the Early Archaic
period'? Nm" md1acologists knmv that this is
not true. but for many years. sites from the
Earlv Archuic \h~rc :-,l) mre that it seemed co

people that tile Nall\'c Americans simpl y

disappeared during this period. New
un::hacnlogical cxc;1rntions. t:'.specially ones
Jone during the CCCH planning. help
archaeologists learn more abolll the 01iginal
V~m10nters. and fill in the gaps uf our sh<u-ed
knowledge of the past.

Because the site was so well preserved, archaeologists could even tell the number of times the
Native Americans made projectile points. and how many times they made other tools.

Marten remains ave
been found in
archaeological sites.
Their fur was likely
used to make clothing.

A little farther down the river, another Early Archaic hunting camp, VT-CH-494, was also
discovered through the CCCH studies. It contained the remains of a burned marten bone as well as
a few pieces of burned deer bone. This evidence helps confirm to archaeologists that people of the
Early Archaic period were hunting smaller game. in addition to deer. Moreover, martens, with their
thick fur, most likely would have been hunted for their warm pelts in order to make clothing. While
the hunters were away from their home camp, they probably ate the marten and kept its precious
fur. This bone also shows that site VT-CH-494. and probably all of the Early Archaic camps found
along the river, were used during the late fall or winter months. as this would hove been the best
time to hunt or trap martens.
The most amazing proof that Native Americans were becoming specialized during this period
comes from the second kind of site found during the CCCH excavations. Archaeologists have named
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these sites, nine in all. extractive camps.
All of these sites were located on gently rolling hills near Indian Brook in Essex. These sites.
VT-CH-230 (a later occupation of the Late Paleoindian site), VT-CH- 486, and VT-CH -490. are not
anything like typical Early Archaic hunting camps. They are bigger, and cover larger areas. More
importantly. high concentrations of artifacts were discovered in specific areas of these sites.

Scraper- a tool used to
process wood and/or
animal hide.

Using their careful records and maps of the site, archaeologists discovered that the area where
the most artifacts were recovered matches the shape of an oval house structure, measuring roughly
8x12 m (or about 25x36 ft.), like the size of a two car garage. Archaeologists also recovered a few
projectile points, or at least parts of them from these sites. This helps confirm that people inhabited
the site during the Early Archaic period. There are too few projectile points, however, to
suggest that this site was a hunting camp.
The answer to the mystery of what people were doing as site VT-CH -490 during the
Early Archaic period may lie in the large number of scrapers and other processing tools
found in very concentrated areas. At VT-CH-490 alone, there were 71 scrapers recovered!
Imagine, for a minute, that you were walking through the woods and you discovered 71 rusty
tools lying in a big circle. You would probably think that at some point in the past, people
must have been doing something pretty big in that area, right? Well, that's exactly what
archaeologists thought about this site. But what could it be? There was nothing like this
reported from other local archaeological sites, though similar scrapers have been dated to
around 7000-6000 B.C. in Maine.
Archaeologists analyzed the context of the site and the tools found within it and they
came up with an answer. About 9,000-8,000 years ago, the area was a lot warmer and
wetter than it is today. The scrapers and other tools had a large amount of wear on them,
meaning the edges were dull from so much use. Archaeologists knew that the warm, wet
conditions probably caused a great number white cedar trees and other wetland plants to
grow in the area. They quickly realized what the Native Americans were processing- wood

Archaeologists screening soil
at VT-CH-490.
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Think of all the many, many things that we use wood for today. Well, having no metal,
plastic, or other modern material. the Native Americans needed wood for an even wider

variety of things. Of course, none of these things preserved in the
ground. so archaeologists can only hypothesize about what they were
making- but they have a few ideas.

Archaeoldgists excavating at site VT-CH-230,
Essex.

rn

Archaeologists know from projectile points they find that during
the Early Archaic period Native Americans hunted with spears and
atlatls. A critical part of any spear is the wooden shaft. Cedar
would have been an ideal wood for spear-shaft making. So, the most
obvious reason for collecting wood and processing it at sites in Essex
would have been to make spear shafts. Of course, they could have
been using the wood to make many other things as well: their shelters,
other tools, or even things like snowshoes, sleds, or even fish weirs
(large fish traps made using log poles). More sites like these need to
be found for archaeologists to get a better idea of this aspect of the
Early Archaic people. In any case, it is extremely .fortunate to have
discovered such important sites right here in Chittenden County.

The Middle Arcnak Period:
The CCCH archaeological studies found and documented sites from almost every period of Vermont's Native American past.
However. there is one big exception to that timeline. Archaeologists call the time from about 8,000-6,000 years ago (or 60004000 B.C.) the Middle Archaic period. There were no sites of this period found during the CCCH excavations. In fact, very,
very few Middle Archaic sites have ever been excavated in the state.
It would seem to many people that Native Americans disappeared from Vermont after the Early Archaic period. Yet, most
archaeologists know that this cannot be true. There were people living in Vermont before the Middle Archaic period, and after,
and there is no good evidence that people would have wanted to leave the area. In addition, people have found projectile points
in Vermont that match the point typology for the Middle Archaic people in other states, such as New Hampshire and Maine.
These finds have been isolated and without context, however, and remain only tantalizing clues about the presence of people in
Vermont during this period and a reminder to us all that, so far, the archaeological record of Vermont is far from complete.
Archaeologists are hopeful that with continued research, they will one day find a site that will tell us more about the
Middle Archaic period in Vermont. Until then, a piece of our shared past remains a mystery.

>
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Late Archaic Period

The Late Archaic Period:

The Late Archaic Period began about 6,000 years ago,
and lasted for approximately 3 ,000 years. Temperatures were
warmer during this period than they ho.d ever been, and evidence
shows increased precipitation, meaning that there was more
-Etwiroomcnt: Temperature~ duiing the Late Archaic period were
rain and snow than ever before. The summers were long and
wanner tb~m tht.!y were in pre' iou-. pctiods. and wannl'r than ~y arc
mild, even hot. and the winters became
today. There was jn~rcasc<l pr~cipitation. and these foctors combined
shorter with less intense cold than
to pro<ltK'~ a cime of ahundance in Vermont. fruu and mn-bearin~
before. Oak-hemlock and oak-hickory
trees grew. m1d other nuu·itiou~ plant resources sprJng up us well.
forests expanded with the warmer
climate, and fruit and nut-bearing trees
-Took Archaeologists :-uh-divide the Lute Ardmic period in Vennont
began to grow in the region. Shrubs
based on different and distinctive projectile points, and tool collections.
and other nutritious plant resources
These include: Ot1crCrc~k. Lauremian. and Sus4ud1anna Tradition
also sprang up in abundance. Obviously,
['Oi.nt type:\ aod.rclated :-.tone tools. among other~. A variecy of tools
the warmth and wealth of plants
with many uses are common during the I ,ate Archaic peri<xl.
brought in a greater variety of animals
as well. All in all, it was a time of plenty
..Food: The pt-up le ofthe Late Archaic period hunted and collected a
in Vermont, and this natural
wide variety of game and wild foods. Fi~h were. caught. birds an<l
bounty led to a great Late Archaic per iod Otter
fo\\. J were prohabl) hunted. and many plant types \Vere harvested for
expansion of Native Creek type projectile point
lixxts c.md medicine.
American populations and from site VT-CH -879 in
cultures.
South Burlington . near the
Williston section of CCCH.
There is a great deal of archaeological evidence showing advancing technology in the
Late Archaic period, particularly in terms of specialized hunting and gathering. For instance,
at one Late Archaic site in Richmond, Vermont, archaeologists discovered the remains of bear. beaver, chipmunk. rabbit, whitetailed deer, red squirrel. muskrat. porcupine, f isher. mink, and rather suprisingly, striped skunk In addition, laboratory
analysis showed that the site contained the plant remains of raspberries, blackberries. blueberries, mulberries, grapes. nightshade.
hawthorn. butternut, acorn. types of wild beans. chenopodium. amaranth, bullrush, and flat sedge. Certainly, this shows
archaeologists that the Native Americans had a very acute sense of their natural surroundings! The variety of plants identified
indicates that they were using plants for medicines as well as for food.
-Time: 4000 B.C-1000 B.C.. or about 6.00{) years ag.() to 3.000
years ago.

·...-~~
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Some archaeologists even think that by the t ime
of the Late Archaic period, people were coming to live
together in larger communities, at least for part of
the year. Tribes may have been formed this way. These
communities may have pooled together some of their
resources and divided hunting and foraging tasks among
themselves.

Late Archaic period

Br1t werton typs
projectile point
from site VT-CH495, in Essex.

No matter how they chose to live together,
archaeologists know that Native Americans of the Late
Archaic period were spreading out farther than ever
before. Late Archaic period sites have been found all
over Vermont, in all areas- from the shores of Lake
Champlain to the tops of mountains. Native Amer icans
thrived during this time, and archaeology is the science
that proves this for all of us.

Archaeo l ogists sort through feature soH
to find small, burnt animal and plant
remains .
These remains can tel I
archaeologists what types of food the
Native Americans were eating.

Because the Late Archaic period is so long,
archaeologists break it up into smaller sub-periods.
They are called traditions. These traditions used different types of projectile
points and made different kinds of artifacts. Archaeologists still are not sure
whether these different types of stone tools represent different cultures, or whether the same group of
Native Americans adopted different styles and technologies through t ime. It is just one more exciting
question that will requ ire more site discoveries and further interpretation and analysis by archaeologists.

CCCH Late Archaic Sites:
The CCCH excavations led to the discovery of 13 Late Archaic sites. While Late Archaic sites
throughout Vermont show evidence of a variety of living situations and communities, the CCCH
excavations only involved hunting camps.
Every one of the Late Archaic sites was located where there is or once was a good source of
water. This is greater evidence that what is now Chittenden County was rich with game and other

Late Archaic per iod
Narrow Point tradition
projectile point from
site VT-CH - 238, in
Essex.

>
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na.tural resources throughout the Late Archaic period. It also shows
archaeologists that the Native Americans were continuing the same
practices begun in the Early Archaic period. Namely, that they used
waterways for transportation and other essential needs, and formed
small hunting parties to go into the forests and hunt game.
One example of a Late Archa ic period hunting camp is site VTCH-491. It is located on a west-facing, gently sloping hillside above
Indian Brook. The remains of a hunting camp were present- including
an Otter Creek type projectile point (like the one shown on page
35). This type of point represents what archaeologists call the
Vergennes phase of the Laurentian tradition. This site gave
archaeologists a great opportunity to research a small hunting camp
made by these people.
Ard1aeo fogi sts e x cavcrt ing a~ site VT-CH-384, in
Williston.
1

Another, more recent Late Archaic period site was discovered
near the Winooski River in Williston. It was given the site number
VT-CH-384. It had relatively few artifacts located in a small area,
so, like other Late Archaic sites found along the CCCH route, it likely represents a hunting camp.
During the excavations, a broken Genesee type projectile point, named for a style of point first found in New York, and
another projectile point t ip were recovered at site VT-CH-384. They were made with a local Vermont stone called Hathaway
chert. Archaeologists were very excited by these projectile points because they are rare in Vermont. What made the discovery
even more fortunate was that the Genesee point was found very close to a feature. in this case, a fire pit. The f ire pit had firecracked rock in it and charcoal which archaeologists used to date the site. This site became the first in Vermont to contain a
Genesee point and datable charcoal together. The radiocarbon date of 1750+/-60 B.C. is important because it helps archaeologists
form a timeline for the Late Archaic period- not only for Vermont. but for the entire region as well. Th is, in turn, allows
archaeologists all over North America get an idea of what kinds of tools Native Americans were making in this region during the
Late Archaic period, and when.
For most of the Late Archaic period, archaeology tells us that there were many Native Americans living all over Vermont.
However, near the very end of this period there seems to have been a drop in population. This is true for Chittenden County as
well. Archaeologists find far fewer sites from the later portion of the Late Archa ic period, and though it may be that
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archaeologists just haven't found the locations of these sites yet, that doesn't seem likely. Some kind of population change seems
likely, especially because Native American sites from the next period in Vermont's prehistory, the Early Woodland period. are
also very rare.
Archaeologists and other scientists know that towards the end of the Late Archaic period. temperatures dropped and
became colder again_Many of the trees and shrubs that thrived during the previous period's warmer temperatures, such as some
of the fruit and nut trees, may have died out from the cold. This probably meant that fewer resources were available. In
addition. the colder di mote may hove prevented Native Americans from living in as many areas as they did before. In fact.
after about 2,500 years ago, it seems that Native Americans preferred not to live in the higher elevations of Vermont and
spent nearly all of their time in the warmer river valleys.
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The Woodtond Period s : IE arly. Middle and Late
1

The final periods of Native American occupation before Europeans entered the region are known as the Early, Middle and
Late Woodland periods. The Early Woodland period in Vermont began about 3,000 years ago (1000 B.C.), and the Late
Woodland period ended about the time of European contact, usually rounded to A.D. 1600.
At the beginning of the Early Woodland period , the climate of Vermont was colder than it is today and colder than it had
been during the previous Late Archaic period. Trees and nutritious plants were more scarce because of the colder temperatures.
Over the span of the Early, Middle and Late Woodland periods, however, temperatures warmed up to what they are today.
During Woodland times, Native American populations grew and it was a time of major advances in technology. As far as
archaeologists can tell from excavated sites, Woodland populations had the most technological advancement of any previous
period. Woodland sites also provide the best view of other aspects of Native American life such as religion. The Early
Woodland period saw the introduction of pottery, the bow and arrow, and by the beginning of the Late Woodland period about
a thousand years ago, Native Americans in this area hod begun to cultivate plants and practice simple agriculture. This means
that they started farming by planting crops instead of relying solely on wild plant foods.
Of course, because Woodland sites are more recent, archaeologists often find them better preserved than those of
previous periods. Better preservation means that there is more left in the ground to study. In addition, the use of pottery is
very important to archaeologists, and not only because it preserves so well in Vermont's acidic soil. Pottery was molded and
decorated, and the craftsmanship of the Native Americans gives us a glimpse into their beliefs and creative visions. Like
projectile point styles, styles of pottery decoration changed over time and therefore, archaeologists are able to tell how old
some Woodland sites are by decorative patterns on pottery.

Tu,e Early Woodlond Period;
The first of the Woodland periods, called the Early Woodland period in Vermont, is not well understood by archaeologists.
As we said before, Native American populations appear to have dropped toward the end of the Late Archaic Period and this
.seems to have continued throughout the Early Woodland period. Sites are rare from this t ime, and are nearly always found ve~
close to sources of water. The sizes of the sites appear to get smaller as well. Archaeolog ists hypothesize that this means the
Native Americans were no longer living in large communal groups as they probably were during the Late Archaic period. Rather,
they appear to have gone back to living in smaller family groups or other smaller group types. The causes for this ore still a
mystery to archaeologists. For reasons that also are not well known, Native Americans of the Early Woodland period moved out
39
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During Woodland times, people began to make decorated clay pottery, cultivate
crops such as corn, beans , and squash, and live in larger , more permanent

settlements _
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of many areas that had been populated during the Late Archaic
period, and instead chose to stay in lower, wetter valleys .

..Time: 1000 B.C.- 100 B.C.. or 3.000 years a§:?O to2.IOO

years ago.
-Emironment: Temperarurcs grew cokkr in the ~.;Jllity
1Woodland period. Nutri1ious trees and plants became scarcer.
Populations grew smaller.

I

..Tool'>: The most common projectile point in theeiily
Woodla.od period is the Meadowood t y p~ projecrne point. but
1\ dena points arc also known from Vcnnout. Early Woodland 5Ues
:i11d cools arc rarely found in this state, but the disc.:O\'ery os' ccmcte1ies from this period bas giYen us an indic<ltion of their rich Cld
ture. Potten' wa~ rm made and used fn the Earl ~· \\.\Xl.dla11d ~
nod. The bnw anJ .1rrow were frrst ust.LI t.lmin~ 1frli:t. period~ ,
'"~II.,

-Food: The limj red ,.... i Id food resources C1lliCd the pct1pk \ tf the
Early Woodland pe1io<l to move out of the co[der upland regions in
ifovor of warmer wetter valleys where fish and other game were
more plentiful.

Some archaeologists think that in the New England area, the
Early Woodland people's culture was brought here or bor rowed
from mound-building people in Ohio called "Adena". Others think
that the Early Woodland people in the north already had established
ways of living before the Adena culture spread out of what is now
Ohio. Either way, archaeologists know that Native Americans of
the Early Woodland period had vast trade networks- perhaps
becoming even more broad, and certainly more diverse than those
that have been reconstructed for earlier periods.
To add to the mystery of these people, the few sites that have
been found for this period in Vermont are primarily cemetery, or
burial sites. From these rare and important glimpses into the beliefs
and cultural practices of the Native Americans, archaeologists know
that the Early Woodland people had a complex and vibrant way of
life. Unfortunately, sites that show how these Native Americans
lived from day to day are even more rare. The archaeology done
for the CCCH gives al I of us a chance
to look at the everyday lives of the
Early Woodland people.

CCCH Early Wood[and Sites;
Sites VT-CH-491 and VT-CH-495 were found near each other, close to Indian Brook in
Essex. Like sites from other periods, the Early Woodland sites found during archaeological
studies for the CCCH appear to be hunting camps. From the small size of both sites. archaeologists
assume that the Native Americans only were there for a few days. Archaeologists know from
broken Meadowood type projectile points that the sites are definitely Early Woodland in age.
As in other periods. the Native Americans who camped at these sites were most likely hunting

People began making
pottery during the Early
Woodland period by
using co il s of clay.
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deer for their families who resided in the lowland valleys. From the presence of different sized flakes, archaeologists know
that the hunters were making projectile points and possibly other stone tools. The discovery of other tools like scrapers helps
confirm that they were processing meat at the sites too.
The Early Woodland period sites found along the CCCH route, though small, help archaeologists understand the daily lives
of people living in what is now Vermont during this period. Archaeologists know from these excavations that during the Early
Woodland period , people were still forming small hunting parties to collect game, even though their homes were probably
located closer to major waterways somewhere else.

The Middle Woodland Period:
Middle Woodland Period
-Time: 100 B.C.-A.D.1000. or 2.l(X) years ago to l,000

years ago.
-Environment: The tcmperacurc began co wiu-m again. and
food l'esources and wild game againbecame more plentiful.
·Tools: Projectile points. such as the Jack·s Reef Comer
Notched type. ,,;ere used widely in the Mi<ldk WoodlumJ
period. A \I. iJc vari.ety of tools were employed for many
specialized tasks. Once again. exotic stone became mt"i~
popular hx tool making in the Middle Woodland ix nod. hln1iug
at large. well-cst<thlished trade routes. Diverse pottery wa~

made and used.

·Food: Srx.·c:ializcdgrnups hmvcste<.J m1J hunted a large Val"lel)'
of plant and aninllll resources for food. clothing. and medicif1~

By the beginning of the Middle Woodland period, the colder
temperatures levelled off and soon began to rise once again. This
returning warmth once again allowed a greater variety of plants and
trees to grow in the area. And. like the plants and trees around them,
the Native American populations appear to have grown in the Middle
Woodland period.
While the few known Early Woodland period sites have been found
in the valleys and lowlands of Vermont, the more numerous Middle
Woodland period sites have been found in a greater variety of
locations. Archaeologists believe that, from 2.100to1,000 years ago
(100 B.C.-A.D. 1000), as Native American population.s expanded in
valley areas- near ponds, rivers and Lake Champlain, the natural
resources of those areas became scarce. Naturally, the Native
Americans began to look for resources in the forests and more upland
areas of Vermont, just as their ancestors had.
During this period of time. Native Americans learned even more
about how to harvest and use many different kinds of plants for food,
medicine, and clothing. They also hunted and trapped a large variety
of animals for pelts and for meat. In order to successfully procure
this variety of game, Native Americans of the Early Woodland period
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had developed special skills, techniques, and tools. Like the Early Woodland period people before them, the people of the
Middle Woodland period made and used pottery with their own distinct and diverse decorations and styles. Perhaps even more
interestingly, the Middle Woodland period people began to commonly use exotic stone for
their everyday points and tools.

Tanning and
cur mg
animal hides

was
impor tant
throughout
Vermont's
Native American past.

After the Paleoindian period, using exotic stone for tools had become more rare for
the Native Americans. People used more locally available materials during the Early, Middle,
and Late Archaic periods. By the Early Woodland period, however, exotic materials were
showing up in Vermont and by the Middle Woodland period exotic materials were even
more popular. What could this mean? It means that the trade routes
that were probably started in the Early Woodland period, or perhaps
even earlier, were flourishing by the Middle Woodland period,
connecting Native American groups across what is now the eastern
U.S.

CCCH Middle Woadtond Sites:

Site VT-CH-494 was located on a high terrace near Indian
Brook in Essex. Like many of the other sites found during the CCCH
planning, this site seems to have been a fairly large hunting camp.
Archaeologists found a distinctive Jack's Reef type corner notched
projectile point at the site, helping them date it to the Middle Woodland period. The site's age was
determined even more clearly with charcoal found in a nearby fire pit. A radiocarbon date of A.D. 170
+/- 60 from this charcoal supports the theory that the site was used during the Middle Woodland
period.

Middle Woodland
period Jack's
Reef projectile
point recovered
from VT-CH -201,
in Colchester.

In the fire pit, archaeologists recovered several hundred bones from different animals. The bones all were from mammals,
but most were so small it was impossible to determine the animals from which they came. There were, of course, deer bones.
Archaeologists could also see several mink bones among those collected from the fire pit. These Native Americans, like their
ancestors before them, were hunting mink for fur. They ate the meat and carefully preserved the fur. Mink and deer bones in
the fire pit also suggest that the camp was used in the winter.
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Several hunting tools, made from a type of stone from what is now southern
Pennsylvania, were found at the site. These tools provide archaeologists with more
proof of long-distance trade during the Middle Woodland period. They also serve as
clues, telling archaeologists that the Native Americans were not only sharing stone,
but ideas and beliefs as well.
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After so many years of local stone use, long-distance trade during the Middle
Woodland period was as much about social connections as it was about getting better
stone. for tools. These stones must have been important symbols of culture, for
communication, or maybe even for expressing spiritual beliefs. The value of exotic
stone material likely went far beyond its use for everyday tools. Long distance trade
of exotic stone helped the Native Americans keep in contact
with their culture and with their belief systems.

The iL.ate Woodfond Period:
The Late Woodland Period. dated from 1,000 years ago
(A.D. 1000) to the time of European contact (A.D. 1600), was
arguably the most technologically advanced period of Vermont's
Native American past. The temperatures remained steady or
warmed slightly, and so the environment remained much like
that of the previous period, and felt a tot like it does
Late Woodland period
today.
Levanna type projectile
point recovered from
Foraging grew extremely specialized, and, helped by
VT-CH-405. in Williston.
the bow and arrow, Native Americans hunted a large
variety of animals. They also used different technologies
to catch fish and other aquatic resources. The use of
pottery expanded and the decorations and styles changed.
This included the creation of clay smoking pipes and tiny ceramic pots.
Archaeologists also know that, by the time of the Late Woodland period, Native
Americans were definitely living in larger groups around Lake Champlain or in other
valleys with good sources of water- at least in the warmer months. From there, they
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would scatter widely, often by canoe, collecting resources from a wide area to bring back to these
larger base camps/villages.

This Late Woodland
period jar was found in
Colchester over 175
years ago.

In these, along the Winooski River on the Burlington Intervale floodplain and along the Missisquoi
River in Swanton, for example, agriculture was beginning to be practiced. The staple crops of
Native American farming- corn, beans, and squash, were being grown in these valleys, often at the
mouths of rivers, during the summer season. Archaeologists think that this early agriculture is more
evidence of communication between distant groups of Native Americans, where farming was first
practiced. Knowledge about farming probably was passed on to the Native Americans of Vermont
through trade networks that linked the people of what is now Vermont with other cultures to the
south.

Ultimately, by the time of the Late Woodland period, the Native Americans were highly adapted
to life in Vermont. They had developed many
specialized technologies and beliefs that
reflected the natural environment around them.
It was this culture of Native Americans that the French explorer Samuel
de Champlain first documented on his trip to the lake in 1609. Sadly,
Champlain's trip also marked the beginning of new pressures and challenges
for traditional Native American life in Vermont.

CCCH Late

Woodland

Srtes~

During the CCCH excavations, there were eight sites identified from
the Late Woodland period. Of these, archaeologists noticed two separate
types of sites serving different purposes for the Native Americans. The
first were, of course, hunting camps. These hunting camps all were identified
by distinctive levanna type projectile points. These small, triangular
points are found throughout Late Woodland period sites.
The other Late Woodland sites identified during the CCCH excavations
are what archaeologists call base camps. As far as archaeologists know,
these relatively large camps or villages are unique to the Late Woodland
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Archaeologists excavating at site VT-CH-495,
in Essex.

period people, and would be a groups' home, most likely for the whole
year. In the fall and winter months, families may have moved away from
the large f ishing or farming base camps in the valleys near rivers and
Lake Champlain , into more upland regions with better hunting grounds.
Whenever meat was needed, hunters would range out from this small base
camp and bring game back.
Site VT-CH-495 was found very near Indian Brook in Essex on a
gently sloping ridge area. This site shows three areas where intensive
activities took place. Archaeologists
think that these areas correspond to
where Native American houses once
stood. Actually, the three areas at this
site ore very similar and the artifacts
that were found in each area look very
Schoolchildren and volunteers learning how
to use transit at site VT-CH-497, in Essex.
much alike. From this interesting
observation, archaeologists hypothesize
that perhaps the same family came to this spot year after year and set up their seasonal
camp, or three related fam ilies camped there at the same time. fo r archaeologists, the
annual return by Native Americans to the same spot is more evidence of people establishing
more permanent settlements during the Late Woodland period.
At site VT-CH-495, archaeologists found fire pits in two of the three activity areas,

complete with f ire-cracked rock and burned bone. Pottery sherds also were found in these
areas. The discovery of cooking and pottery in these small areas reinforces the hypothesis
that the Native Americans were at the site for longer than a few days. This site, then, is
much different than most of the shorter-term hunting camps archaeologists f ind from earlier
periods.
There were also large amounts of flakes and other stone tool fragments concentrated in
the three activity areas. For instance. at site VT-CH-405. which was the largest, or most
heavily used Late Woodland hunting camp found during the CCCH excavations, an average of
73 flakes were recovered from every one meter square excavated, showing evidence of
projectile point and other stone tool making. At site VT-CH-495, archaeologists recovered

School.::hitdr.en and
voluntate!"'s learning oboui
siTe. VT-CH - 201 durin9 on
arch~eoi ogk al f ield school
in Colchester .
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an average of more than 475 flakes from every one meter square excavated! Higher proportions of artifacts per square meter
is certainly evidence that the Native Americans were at this site for more than a few days, and that there were more people at
site VT-CH-495 than just a couple of hunters.
These sites are important for our knowledge of the Native American people. They tell us that the Native Americans were
probably coming together in large groups for the summer to harvest crops and fish, and then splitting up in the winter to make
smaller camps away from the lower valleys. It also shows archaeologists that game was still central to the Native Americans
diet at this time. even though we know that they developed many different ways to harvest food by the Late Woodland period.

Archaeologists know from elsewhere in Vermont that Native American society became more complex during the Late
Woodland period and that one or more cultures may have lived in the Champlain Valley. Some of these people likely became the
Western Abenaki and perhaps the Mahican, two Native American groups known historically in Vermont. Ultimately, European
settlers came to the area by the mid- later 1700's.
Today, there are still Native Americans living in Vermont. They never left. Native Americans have been living in what we
now call Vermont for more than 11,000 years. Archaeological research and Native American oral history both tell the story of
the original Vermonters and how they have adapted to environmental and social change over the course of more than 110
centuries.

-.
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For more information on Native Americans living in Vermont today contact:

1. Abenaki Nation of Mississquoi, 100 Grand Ave, Swanton, VT 05488 (802)868-2559
2. Abenaki Tribal Museum & Cultural Center, 100 Grand Ave, Swanton. VT 05488 (802)868-2559
www. abenakination. org

3. The Vermont Folklife Center, 3 Court Street, Masonic Hall, Middlebury, VT
(802)388-4964
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Chapter 5 . Why is Archaeofogy Important?
From the time that Native Americans first entered Vermont up to the
present day. a period that spans almost 50 times longer than the history of
the United States. great changes took place. The glaciers retreated and melted.
The biggest of Earth's mammals went extinct. The Champlain Sea became a
lake. Rivers formed and dried up. Forests rose. fell, and rose again. Yet,
through all of Vermont's environmental changes, native people were and still
are living their lives and caring for their families here. Just like today's
Vermonters. the original Vermonters did this by adapting to the environment
and by developing special techniques and tools to help them get the food and
the comfort needed for survival.
Archaeologists, and now you. know that
what is now Vermont was a very important
Vis itors learn about archaeology and site area for Native Americans at almost every
VT-CH-201, in Colchester.
point since the end of the last Ice Age.
Through this summary of our shared
archaeological past. you have learned that Native Americans used what is now Chittenden
County extensively for hunting game. The projectile points, fire pits, and other evidence left
by the Native Americans, and the relat ionship of artifacts and features in the ground, tells us
this is so.
At certain periods of the past. the CCCH highway corridor also was used by Native Amer icans
for a variety of other purposes. Archaeology for the CCCH helps us better understand not only
the human history of Chittenden County, but that of Vermont and the broader reg ion as well. In
the Early Archaic period. for instance, there were once camps set up in order to harvest
specific trees. At other times. the same areas were used to forage for wild plant foods. In still
other periods. the winter drew people away from low river valleys and Lake Champlain into the
forested upland areas to hunt, build base camps, or more temporary seasonal camps.
Although almost none of the clothing, baskets and other organic items that the Native
Americans made and used have preserved to be studied, archaeologists can still discover and

Volunteers learning how to
excavate at site VT-CH201, in Colchester.
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reconstruct what life was like in Vermont at different points in the past. The science of
archaeology uses the evidence that is still available to us, plus the important context for
this evidence, to hypothesize about how Native Americans made their living during different
periods of time. This is how any science works. And like any other science, there is always
more to learn.
Well, now you know a little bit about Vermont's Native American pa.s t. This is not the
whole story, however. Many books remain to be written about archaeology in Vermont.
With more sites, more information and more study, we can all learn a great deal more
about our state's human heritage. In f act , twenty years from now, you can bet that we will
know much more than we do today about these native people, the original Vermonters.
The knowledge gained from archaeology, however. depends on one very important thing.
all
must care for the archaeological resources that we have in Vermont. Archaeological
We
at site VT, CH-201 , in
sites are non-renewable, very rare, and once they are gone, they are gone forever. As you
Colc h.e~ter-.
have seen. each site has its own story to tell, in
its own way, about the people who once lived here. Archaeologists interpret these
stories for all of us, and for people in the future.

Arc.,_aeology t Gmpers e.xcavate

Of course, it is impossible to study or preserve every archaeological site in the
ground. Roads, bridges. and even highways must eventually be built or rebuilt, and
construction will eventually have to be done in certain areas. However, we must all
be responsible for these sites that tell us about our past as Vermonters, and as
humans. Each site lost is a story about our shared past that will never be told.
The government, and the planners of the CCCH know this , and worked together
with archaeologists to make sure that any sites that would be destroyed by the
building of the CCCH were properly excavated, studied, and recorded for the future.
When archaeologists and builders work together, we can be sure that the past is
being cared for, even as we build for the future.
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Archaeology campers screening at
site VT-CH -201 , in Colchest er.
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For more information about archaeological research in Vermont and/or other states, please
contact:

The Vermont Archaeological Society , P.O . Box 663, Burlington , VT 05402-0663 ,
http ://www . vtarchaeology . org
Vermont Division for Historic Preservation, National Life Building, Drawer 20,
Montpelier, VT 05633 802-828-3211, http://www . historicvermont.org
1A1
m ericon Arr:ha101ogy

1

Society for American Archaeology , 900 Second Street NE #12, Washington DC,
20002, http://www.saa.org

-Lrn.~ s 6 :; ites
·-·
I
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Lake Champlain Maritime Museum, http://www.lcmm.org
Robert Hull Fleming Museum, http://www. yvm. edu/ ... flemiing/home
University of Vermont Consulting Arcnaeology Program, http://www.uvm .edu/-uvmcap
Vermont Agency of Transportation, http://www.aot .state.vt .us/archaeology/design
Vermont Historical Society, http://www ..sjate . vt. us/vhs
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Glossary
Adapt (Adaptation)- to change behavior or practices to suit a new condition or environment.
Agriculture- farming: cultivating: 1c:llsing one or more planecrops. fn Vermont, Native Americans grew corn, beans, and squash during the Late
Woodland pe1iod, after about A.D. 1000.
Analysis- in this case, a careful study of a sile by exam.ination of each individual artifact and/or fea111re and the context in which it was found to get the
most infonnarion possible from each artifact and each site.
Aquatic- any plant or animal th~t grows and lives in I.he water.
Archaeologists- people who study or practice the science of archaeology; people who study pasl human cultures.
Archaeological culture- a general way of life shared across a region dwing a particular period of the past. As opposed to a Ii ving culture.
archaeological cultures are defined by what preserves to be studied and are typically based on a grouping of archaeological sites of similar age that
contain similar types of tools and reveal similar environmental adaptat·ions.
Archaeology- the study of past peoples through excavation. recovery and analysis of their material culture and the settings in which they lived. Not to
be confused with paleontology. or lhe study of the fossil record including dinosaurs.
Artifact- in lb.is case, anything thar was made and left behind by Native Americans thm can be picked up and cransported.
Artifact migration- The movement of art:i facts in the soil as a result of natural process~s such as freezing and thawing, root activity. rodent burrows.

wonns, etc.
AUatl- (pronounced tit 1atul) A word from the Nahuatl language (spoken by the Aztecs) for a throwing stick nbout as long as a human foreann. It is
thought to have been used by the ~ative Americans as early as the Early Paleoind.iao period, and its use continued unc:il the adoption of the bow and
arrow, and in some cases afterward. General designs included a handle on one end and a hook on the other. The end of a spear-shaft would have been
hooked onto the at Iat I and when the spear was thrown, the thrower would let go of the spear wbile still continuing to maintain the throwing motion with
the arlatl. This would increase the speed and accuracy of a spear greatly, and enable, for example, a hunter to spear their prey more quickly and easi.ly.
Brewerton type medium sized, broad. thick side-notched projectile point with ··eared" base. Recovered from Late Archaic period
sites (ca. 4000-2500 B.C.).
4
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Chittenden County Circumferential Highway- a major highway project undertaken i.n ChiUenden County by the Vermom Agency for
Transportauon and the l-'ederal Highways Adminisrrmion. Jt wiU run around Budingcon, lhrough the towos of Colchester. \Villiston, and Essl'x. This
highway will rel.ieve traffic, and make neighborhoods and residential streets safer. The archaeology discussed in this book was part of the studies
required as part of the pemli ning proce~s for the highway. mandated under Section l 06 of the National Historic Prc.scrvation Act of 1966, as amended.
Chronology- a series of events arranged by time in the order that they occurred.
Clovis· medium to large sized, f1u1ed projectile point wiLh in-curved base characteristic of the Early Paleoindian period (ca. 9500-8500 B.C.). Named
after Clov i~ . New Mexico, where the type wa-:; first defined. Clovis points have been found lhroughout Nonh America suggesting that early colonists
across the comineot shared a common anccs1ry.
Context- the relationship within a site i.n space and ti.me between artifacts. fearures and environmental evidence wichin a site and the location of that site
with.in its local and regional environment
Cultural remains· evidence of past human behavior 1bat preserves to be studied by archaeologists.
Cultural resource- something from which we can gain new i nformnt.ion or a betrer understanding of human history. For example, archaeological sites
that pas~ from one generation to another are cultural re.sources that help educate people abont past human behavior, the evidence of which preserves i.n
the ground. can be srudied by archaeologists. and can teach us about human history.

Culture- the language traditions, habilS, techniques. ideas. beliefs. ways of living, and mm1y other things tJ1at are practiced by a particular group of
people, and passed on through successive generations.
Curation- lhe long term storage of materials and information. For archaeological infonnat1on, this includes srorage of arti.facts and paper records in nondegradable. acid-free bux~s in temperature controlled rooms.
Distinct- different or individuaJ. recognizable from others.
Envirownent- for the purposes of this book. the word eovirorunem refers to lbe past and/orpresenc natural world within Chittenden County. the stale
of Vermont, or the entire planet The environment includes things like plants. trees.animals and micro-organisms. rivers, streams. lakes, and oceans, the
soil. rock. climate, rempernrure and many other things that Lhe natural world is made of.
Estimation- an approximate calculalion: an educated guess.
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Evidence- clues or cultural remains such as anifacts. features and lheir context that can be interpreted by archaeologists and belp us better understand
how people lived in the past.
Excavation- in archaeology. excavation refers to I.he careful. measured digging that trJ.ined scientists do in order to d.ismantle and record archaeological
sites.
Exotic- in this case, exotic means not local as in lhe case of a type of stone that is found in a site far away from the natural origin of the stone. For
example, site VT-CH-197 was discovered Ln Williston. VT. but contained stone that naturally occurs only at Munsungan Lake in Maine. Scones from
Maine are considered exotic when found in Vermont by archaeologists.
Extinct- a formerly living thing that is no longer in existence. For example, a species of animal. like the wooly mammoth, that once Jived in North
America but died off in the past.
Extractive camps- archaeologicaJ sites used while Native Americans harvested or quarried specific resources, like a particular type of wood or stone.
Feature- icn tltis case. anything left behind by Native Americans that cannot be moved without destroying i!, such as the remains of a fire pit or rock
carvings on a cliff side.
Flaked stone tools- tools that are made with special kinds of stone by carefully chjpping off pieces, called flakes. in order to give them shape. Stones

like chert and quartz.ite were specifically chosen by Native Americans because they break along even. smooth planes- like gla<;s. Tools made with
glassy stone and the flaked stone lechnique were important because they could be made to have very sharp edges.
Faunal remains- animaJ bone. In Vermont, due to the acidic soil, animal bone doesn't preserve very well unless it has been burned, sucl1 as in a fire
hearth.
flakes- variably sized pieces or chips of stone, produced in the process of making O.ak.ed stone tools. Most flakes were discarded by Native
Americans though some of the larger ones were often used as knives or made imo other sto ne tools.
Fluted- a grooved channel in Early Paleoindian period projectile points. These channels run vertically up the center of rhe point from the bottom and
likely were made to make it easier to attach the poi or to the spear shaft.
Foraging- the search for edible or usable p}ants- for use as food, medici.oe, etc.
Fossil- the remains of an ancient plant or animal that have rum.ed to stone.
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Game- prey: animals tliat are bunted.
Genesee type- large sized. tltick projectile point with a straight-stemmed ba~c. :\'urned after the Genesee Valley of New York where th.is rype of spear
point has been recovered from Late Archaic period sites (ca. 4000-3000 B.C.).
Glaciers- huge sheets of ice. rising up to a mile high. During tbe last ice age (up 10 about 14,000 years ago). glaciers covered much of the Earth ·s
surface. including what is now Vermont.

Groundstone tools- tools that Native Americans made by pecking and grinding a stone to produce a desired shape and function. For example, axes,
gouges aod stones used to process plants and nuts.
Historians- people who srudy history or the period of the recent past for which 1here exists wrinen records.
History- the study of the pasl through the writings of those tJ1at recorded lhe eveo1s of their time.

Holcombe phase- medium to large sized. pentagonal-shaped projectile point with straigbt base. Named after the Holcombe site in Michigan and dated
to the Lace Paleoi.ndian period (ca. 8000-7000 B.C.)
Hypothesize- the act of creating a hypothesis or making an educated guess co guide research or interpret scientific data.
Jc~ Age-

in r.his case. the time dwi.ng the end of the Pleistocene Epoch between about 20.000 and 12,000 years ago, when che Eanh was much colder
than it is today, and glaciers covered all of northeastern North America.
lntensi ve- an increased amount of act i viry relative to areas around ir. lnteosivel y occupied sites exhi bi 1higb densities and vo Iumes of anifocts per
square meter.

Interpret- to piece togdher clues to arrive at an understanding of something; to explain the meaning of.
Jack's Reef type- medium sized, broad. thin. comer-notched projectile poini characteristic of the Middle Woodland period (ca. lOO B.C.-A.D.
1000). Named afrer a site in Onondaga County, central New York.

Laurentian Tradition- generally related to Late Archaic period archaeological cultures in northeastern North America I.inked by the use of similar cypes
of Slone rools anti ~imilar adaptations to local environments. The Law-entian Tradition is divided into regional phases (e.g. the Vergennes phase).
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Levanna type- small to meduim sized. triangular projecrile poinc associated with Middle and Late Woodland period sites in Vermont (ca. AD. 7501600). Probably used 10 tip anows.
Mammoth- extinct hairy elephant with l(;lrge tusks lhat lived in North America until just after the end of the Inst lee Age. Hunted by humans during

Paleoindian times.
Mandate- <Ul official order, in th.is case, from the United Swtes Government.

Marten- a small, slender carnivorous animal with long thick fur.
Mal)todon- a l incl elephant that Jived in North America until just after lbe end of the Ice Age. Humed by humans during Paleoimfom times.
Material culture- objects/items used by people; lhe particular tools, art, clolhing, and any other visible items used by a particular culture.
Archaeologists al.tempt ta piece together past people's way of life using the material culrure that preserves to be studied.

l\ileadowood type- medium sized, tl1in. s.ide-notcbed projectile poiut associated with Early Woodland period sites (ca 1000-100 B.C.) a<.:ross a broad
portion of Lhe northeastern U.S., including Yem10nr.
l\ilicro-orgartlsms- in this case, very small living things Lhat live in c.hc ~oi.1.
Migrate- in this case, when group<> of animals move to different locations. oflen with the seasons. to search for available food or water.
NatiooaJ Register of Historic Places- a Iist of the most significant archaeologicaI sites and historic bu i!dings in the United States.
Native American- eqwvalent 10 historically used term ·•Indian·', a person whose ancestors lived in Nonh. CentraL or South America before the anival
of Europeans and other non-native peoples.
New World- a term used to describe No11h and South America, or the Western Hemisphere. Europeans thought they were I.her~t to discover this part
of the world but Native Americans bad found tl1is ''new world" thousands of years before!

Nomad (Nomadic)- in 1bjs case. people who have oo pem1anent home. but rather, move with the game that they are hunting. wich the seasons. and/or
to harve.sc different plants at different times of the year. Often, tl'us movement occurs wil.hin fixed tenitories.
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Non-renewable resource- any resource, in this case cultural, thal can never he replenished. U nfortun::itely, the people of the post can never come back
and teU us how they were living. or create more sites for archaeologists to find. Archaeological ~ites arc very rare. and when they are gone, they are

gone forever. Thal is why we must docverylhing we can to preserve evidence of the past.
Otter Creek type- hu·ge sized. thick narrow. side-norcbed projectile point. Named after the Otter Creek in west-ceotral Vennont where this type of
spear point hns been recovered from L<.1te Archaic period sites (ca. 3600-2400 B.C.).
Pal eobotanical remains- I.he rem::iins of ancient plants, often preserved in fire piL5 or other features left by Native Americans becouse they were
burned and turned to charcoal.

Paleoindians- the first people to enter the New World at least 12. 000 years ugo. The first Vermonters were Paleoi.ndians and they arrived about
l l .500 years ago, or about 9500 B. C.
Paleontologist- a scientist who studies lhe fossi ls of animals, including. fish. mammals, and reptiles such as dinosaurs.

Point typology- a term used to describe the way archaeologjsts identify different periods and cultures of Native Ame1icans by the distinctive shapes <:ind
styles of projectile points they made and used.
Precipitation- rain fa.II and snowfall.

Pre.bistol")'- the period of the past be fore wri nen records, typically ~tu died through the science of archaeology. In thi s case. the word means
precontacl, or before Native Ame ricans were contacted by Europeans.
Preserve (Preservation)· tbe acr of keeping something from harm. misuse, or deso11c1ion. In this case, the act of caring for artifacts and fearures. their
contexts. m1<l whok sites to protect !.he knowledge tb::it can be gained from thes~ things for the scientific communily and the general public. Ir also refers
to the dur::ibility of certain artifacl types. For example, stone preserves well in the grouud but wood does not.

Projectile point- tool that was primarily made by flaking stone. Projecrile point is a general tenn that describes both speJI points and arrowbcads. or
any other tool that was hurled or 1.hn.1"1>ted through the air for the purpose of hw1ting.

Radiocarbon Dating- a process by which a machine counts how much of Carbon 14 remains in a formerly living piece of plant or animal. \\'hen living,
!he plant or animal absorbed C-14 at a constant rate from the armospherc and, when ic died, it stopped absorbing C-14. Because C- l 4 breaks down a
predictable amount every year. scientists can figure out when the plant or animal died by measuring bow much C- l 4 is left in it (and therefore how old it
and things associated wilh it are).
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Records- paper notes, photographs, maps and other documents that detail the excavation of a site and help preserve the context and spec:i tic. <letails of
sites, arti facts and .zeatures long after they have been excavated or otherwise destroyed.

Regional- within a specific environmental or geographical area. In this case, northeastern New England, Vermont and Cbittcodcn County arc
considered specific regions.
Resources- naturaUy available animals, rocks> plants. water, soils. Things necessary for slll'Vival.

Scraper- a fairly simple stone tool used by the Native Americans; scrapers usually have ooe broad sharpened end used for processing meal flesh. or
wood.
Sedentary- remaining in one area. region or locality; ooc nomadic or migratory.
Semi-Nomadic- refers to people that have no pennanent, fixed home. but move less frequently than nomadic people, perhaps seasonally or yearly
within rcgionnl tenitories.

Sb aft- i.n this case. a sturdy, rounded, straight, narrow piece of wood such as a spear or arrow that a projectile point would be attached to for the
purpose of hunting game.
Site- in th is case, a location where Native Americans Lived. camped or worked at some pojnt in the past and where evidence of their activities preserves
and can be recovered through archaeology.

Site Grid- an invisible "checker board" of one meter squares placed over a site and used to measure and record distances between excavation pits/
units. artifacts and feanu-es.
Specialization- to adapt, or change to 1ive in a specific environment; to become more focused and efficient as in the case of Native American hunting,
fishing. or plant collecting techniques.
Stratigraphy- a tcnn in archaeology and geology that refers to natural or human-made layers of soil.

Technique(s)- a special skills or ways ofdoing things or tbat enable one to perform a task or job.
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Technology- tools or inventions that are created to so lve a problem or set of problems. Overtime. Native American tools and inventions changed to
meet the challenges ofchanging environments and social conditions.
Transit-a surveying insrrumenc used by archaeologists to measure out straight lines and guide thl~ l'Xcavation of ard1acological sites.

Tundra-open treeless grassland characteristic of Vermont's landscape fol.lowing the last Ice Age.
Uti.lizcd flakes- flakes or stone chips that were used as tools after being broken off a larger piece ofstone. Such tools are typically used for a specific
pw-pose requiring a sbarp edge such as cutting or scraping.
Vergennes phase- a Late Arch aic period archaeological culture (ca. 3500-2500 B.C.) centered along Otter Creek and Lake Champlain in western
Vennont and characterized by the use of grotmdstonc tools and side-notched projectile points Like the Otter Creek type.
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